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Abstract. In Trusted Computing the client platform is checked for its
trustworthiness using Remote Attestation. Integrity Measurement Ar-
chitecture (IMA) is a well-known technique of TCG based attestation.
However, due to static nature of IMA, it cannot be aware of the runtime
behavior of applications which leads to integrity problems. To overcome
this problem several dynamic behavior-based attestation techniques have
been proposed that can measure the run-time behavior of applications
by capturing all system-calls produced by them. In this paper, we have
proposed a system call based technique of intrusion detection for remote
attestation in which macros are used for reporting. Macros are used to
denote subsequences of system calls of variable length. The basic goal
of this paper is to shorten the number of system calls by the concept of
macros which ultimately reduces the processing time as well as network
overhead.

Keywords: Remote Attestation, Dynamic Behavior, Intrusion Detec-
tion, Trusted Computing

1 Introduction

Nowadays the world is executed by computing technologies, security is exceed-
ingly important. Existing IT and computing infrastructure become more in-
tricate than the past. Many technologies have been developed, such as cloud
computing, software as a service(SaaS), cloud formation, e-commerce, and vir-
tualization, etc. These technologies facilitate the end users as well as the IT

∗Corresponding author.
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staff like server maintainer and software developers. On the other side, the en-
hancement in these complex software stacks results in open doorways for new
vulnerabilities. The question arises here is to ensure that the remote machine
while communicating with, is trusted or not?

Trusted Computing is a known concept in today’s computing infrastructure
which helps in integrating hardware-based security in the existing security frame-
work [1]. The most important feature of TCG technology is to embed hardware
root of trust inside the computing platforms. For this purpose, TCG introduces
a cryptographic co-processor chip called Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [2].
There are a number of tamper-proof locations called Platform Configuration
Registers (PCRs) inside TPM. These PCRs can store platform configuration in
the form of cryptographic hashes. SHA-1 is used as a one-way hash function that
cannot be removed or changed by any software application. These stored hashes
inside PCR can further be reported to a remote system in a secure channel. The
process by which these hashes are reported to a remote platform in order to
build trust is called remote attestation.

Remote Attestation is one of the known features of Trusted Computing which
can be used to verify the integrity of remote systems, in order to build trust be-
tween them. There are several kinds of remote attestation techniques i.e. Static
remote attestation [3] and dynamic behavior-based remote attestation [4–7]. A
well-known technique for remote attestation is Integrity Measurement Architec-
ture(IMA). Reiner Sailer et al [3] designed an integrity measurement system
and implemented it into Linux. IMA considers to be the first technique for re-
mote attestation. In IMA the hashes of every executable loaded for execution
are calculated and stored to a log file called SML (Stored Measurement Log).
When the system boots, a chain of trust is formed by first computing the hash
(SHA-1) of BIOS stored in TPM. The BIOS then passes the control to Boot
Loader. The Boot loader measures and calculates hash of the Operating System
kernel and stores the hash in PCR-10. The kernel is then responsible for load-
ing further executables such as init and libraries. The kernel first measures the
hash of every executable and then allows the Operating System for loading. A
log of these hashes gets maintained in a log file called stored measurement Log
(SML). All these hashes are then aggregated and stored in TPM using PCR. Af-
ter each calculated hash a PCR-extend function is called for concatenating the
previous hash with the current hash to form a single hash. In order to verify the
system remotely, the challenger first sends the attestation request. In response
attesting system sends an attestation token which includes PCR-10 value and
SML to challenging party. The challenger calculates all values of SML in the
same order and compares with PCR-10, so if both the values are same then
the remote party is considered to be trusted. But due to the static nature of
IMA there are some limitations. It can only measure the load time measure-
ments and cannot be well informed of runtime behavior. Another weakness of
IMA is, it cannot have resistance to buffer overflow attacks and return-oriented
programming [8][9]. Therefore, there is a need for dynamic behavior attestation
mechanism to handle the said issues.
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The most well-known technique that is used to measure the dynamic or
runtime behavior of an application is through sequences of system calls generated
by an application during its lifetime [10] [9]. These techniques are effectively
working on host-based security as intrusion detection systems (IDS), but there is
no implementation in remote attestation scenarios where it is capable to report
the behavior measurement to a remote party for verification. However, every
single application generates a huge number of system calls in a small time-stamp
[11]. This results in more processing time on the target platform that ultimately
leads to a network overhead during transmission.

Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a de-
scription regarding our contribution to existing techniques of remote attestation
is mentioned. Section 3 discussed the background and some of the literature
studies about remote attestation techniques along with its limitations. In the
same section we also provided some study of the intrusion detection systems to
understand our proposed architecture. Further in Section 4 we define behavior
in terms of macros and Section 5 elaborate Linux Security Module structure.
Section 6 describes our proposed architecture of remote attestation along with
analysis with the existing techniques. Finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Contribution

In this research, we have proposed an existing technique of intrusion detection
presented by [12] in a remote attestation framework in order to address the above
problems. Afterward, we investigate how to reduce system call log by using the
concept of macros. The log reduction will result in below:

– Increasing the efficiency of behavior measurement on remote end.
– Reducing log being sent to a challenger for verification would decrease the

network overhead.

3 Background

3.1 Trusted Platform Module

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) has been introduced by TCG [13] specifications
as a basic component. TPM is a cryptographic co-processor chip that secures
the data and provides hardware root-of-trust. Almost all vendors laptops and
desktops have TPM inside of them. TPM has several components inside that
are RSA Engine, Random Number Generator (RNG), SHA-1 & HMAC Engine,
CPU, Volatile & Non-volatile memory RSA is a hardware engine being used
in public-key cryptography and is one of the essential requirements for TPM.
It is used to generate new keys for signing purposes as well as encryption and
decryption of other keys. Additionally, TPM can support different key size that
is 512bits, 1024bits, and 2048bits. The SHA-1 algorithm is used to compute
160-bit hashes of data. RNG is used to create keys as well as nonces (numbers
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used once) during attestation. It can also be applied through the use of software-
based RNG which gets sourced from hardware RNG. HMAC is used as a keyed
hash function that incorporates a cryptographic key for converting unkeyed hash
function to keyed hash function. It is used for both to verify data integrity as
well as authentication of a user. Authdata is a 160bit secret code produced from
the new-key which is generated inside of TPM. All these above functions are
related to cryptographic capabilities of TPM.

There are a number of shielded locations inside TPM called platform con-
figuration registers (PCRs). It plays a very important role in completing the
process of remote attestation securely and reliably. PCRs are used to store mea-
surements in the form of hashes. There can be a total number of 16 or 24 PCRs
depending on the specification that is used to design TPM. PCRs 0 to 7 are
reserved for pre-execution which shall build a chain of trust before the OS gets
control. Several functions are used in TPM based operations. One of the impor-
tant functions used while remote attestation is PCR Extend that can append
and aggregate the hashes in TPM.

Protection through hardware means that the information from the user will
be stored accurately and signed by the TPM Key-pair normally called storage
root key (SRK). This particular key is attached to TPM and could not get back
from TPM. SRK can be used either directly to encrypt the data or for securing
other keys called storage keys. SRK can be washed from BIOS through a TPM
specific instruction i.e. TPM-ForceClear. The public endorsement key is used for
binding data and can only be unbinded by private pair of public key. Similarly,
sealing is done through public key as in binding but the unsealing operation is
different from binding. A hint or some special instruction is given for unsealing
e.g. nonce

3.2 Dynamic Behavior Attestation

Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [3] is a well-known technique of static
remote attestation for verifying target platform by reporting the hashes of ap-
plications. Hashes of applications help out IMA to verify the trusted state of the
target system upon the request of challenger. Various issues came out due to this
hash-based technique, one of them is highly rigid target domains. As a solution
to these problems variety of attestation techniques have been proposed. Such
techniques are based upon the runtime attitude of applications, data structures,
and system call sequences.

Jeager et al. [8] proposed an extension to the IMA called Policy Reduced
Integrity Measurement Architecture (PRIMA). It tried to overcome the issues
of IMA that is:

– It computes load time measurements of code which does not accurately reveal
the runtime behaviors of an application.

– There is no support to verify the integrity of some specific application rather
than the whole system that needs to be verified.
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– IMA cannot reduce the list of measurement by measuring those applications
which are associated with the target application.

PRIMA measures the integrity of target applications by information flow. It does
not measure only the code but also has awareness of information flow between
processes. Its prototype is implemented through SElinux policy for providing
the information flow that would produce some nature of dynamism in attes-
tation mechanisms. The additional requirements for information flow are load
time MAC policy and trusted subjects, mapping between MAC policy and code.
The author proved that it can attest CW-Lite (short version of Clark-Wilson).
Moreover, PRIMA approach addresses some issues found in previous techniques
such as false negative attestation, false positive attestation and also decrease the
number of necessary measurements. However, there are some drawbacks in this
technique as given:

– PRIMA is still dependent on hashes of code, policy, and files.

– It cannot capture the dynamic behavior of an application.

Liang Gu et al [9] proposed remote attestation on program execution which is a
step towards dynamic behavior-based attestation. They capture the behavior of
the application by collecting system calls with hardware root-of-trust. Although
there are several solutions for monitoring behavior of application which provide
security for the system, but the software-based security is not so feasible than
hardware-based solution. However, there are some limitations to this approach.

– enormous number of system calls can cause performance overhead on the
target to be measured.

– Reporting of this immense number of system calls results in network over-
head.

– Solely system calls cannot give any meaning in verifications, unless there is
some sort of patterns i.e. sequence of system calls that capture the malicious
behavior.

Loscoco et al [14] developed a framework called Linux Kernel Integrity Mea-
surement (LKIM) which is considered as a step towards behavioral attestation.
It examines some critical running data structures and plots them on a graph for
decision making. LKIM is based on contextual inspection that is used for mea-
suring the components of running kernel. It can execute in both environments: as
a user-process in base environment and domain in the hypervisor environment.
LKIM monitors the running kernel so that it measures the components in the
current state. Although this is quite a better approach but some limitations are
still attached to it.

– As it measures the hashes of running kernel and produces a big amount of
logs, in a result the network traffic increases and becomes a bottleneck over
the network.
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– LKIM analyzes kernel data structure at runtime that needs an extra amount
of time for processing on the target end. However, due to the static nature of
IMA it cannot be aware of the runtime behavior of applications which leads
to integrity problems. To overcome this problem several dynamic behavior-
based attestation techniques have been proposed which can measure run-
time behavior of applications by capturing all system-calls produced by them
[10] [9] [15].

3.3 Intrusion Detection System

To monitor activities of a network or a computer system and to analyze them
as whether the system or network is acting in malicious or normal way is known
as Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Depending on classification there are two
major types of intrusion detection system i.e. Host Based IDS & Network Based
IDS [16]. Host based intrusion detection system (HIDS) provides protection and
security against an individual host. Network intrusion detection system (NIDS)
is used to monitor and protect traffic from the entire network and generate
alarms or response against malicious attempt.

Based upon the detection techniques of intrusion detection system, there
are two main categories of IDS i.e. Misuse IDS & Anomaly based IDS. Misuse
IDS stores the known signature of intrusions. Whenever an action occurs and
it matches with the previously experienced signature, is considered as misuse
detection [17]. It reports the event which is matched as intrusion. Although this
approach is consider to be better for accuracy with low false positive, but it can-
not take action (detect) on new or unmatched pattern. In addition, while adding
new signatures regularly will lead to performance overhead on the underlying
system. To overcome this issue, anomaly based detection system is based on the
behavior of system which creates normal behavior profiles for the system. When
an event occurs in the system, it observes and gets compared with the normal
behavior profile and report the [17] unusual deviations as intrusion. User be-
havior can be created or profiled through statistical methods, inductive pattern
generation, data mining, machine learning and neural networks.

Kosoresow et el. [12] shows his preliminary work for analyzing system calls
sequences for normal and abnormal behavior. They figured out macros which are
generated by taking common prefixes, suffixes and repeating strings in a system
call trace. Each macro consists of variable length pre-defined patterns of system
calls and every application has its own set of macros.

Forrest et al. [18] introduces the idea of using short sequences of system calls
of runtime (privileged) processes, which results in generating a stable signature
for normal profile. Every program in execution produced a sequence of system
calls and determined by their order in which they are executed. For any signifi-
cant program, there will be a trace of system calls which have not been observed.
However, short-range of system call sequences are notably consistent and results
in defining normal behavior. To create a separate profile of normal behavior
for each process, authors define system calls in the form of fixed length short
sequences i.e. 5, 6 and 11.
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4 Defining Macros as a Behavior

When an application runs, it generates system calls for performing different
tasks. These system calls are matched against pre-defined macros to determine
the sequence of macros. Macros are the regular pattern occurring frequently in a
system call traces. In this case, its size is variable and each macro is denoted by
an alphabet i.e. A, B, C, D to Z [12]. In this proposed research the traces of sys-
tem calls are matched against the pre-defined macros which result in producing
macros. For example, if an application generates a trace, it will be checked in
the list of macros and finally generate a sequence of macros. Figure 1 illustrates
the mechanism of producing macros from a system-calls sequence.

3 8 9 4 7 5 6 2 4 7 8 4 4 4 7 2 1 2 3 6 5 4 2 101 101 8 3 8 9 4 7 5 2 6

1 1 4 11 55 4 7 81 101 108 101 101 8 8 8 5 5 5 1 6 5 2 6 1 1 4 11 55...

A => 8 8 8 5 5 5 1 6

C => 3 8 9 4 7

J => 5 6 2 4 7 8 4 4 4

M => 7 2 1 2 3 6 5 4 2 101 101 8

N => 5 2 6 1 1 4 11 55

R => 4 7 81 101 108 101 101

.........

C J M C N R A N.......

Fig. 1: System Calls to Macros transformation

5 Linux Security Module (LSM)

The most important feature provided by Linux kernel is the Linux Security
Module(LSM). By default Linux is set up with Discretionary Access control
(DAC) system. DAC is the first model towards access control mechanism and
adopted by the Linux OS. DAC is an owner-centric security model which means
that it restricts or grants access to an object by the policy defined by owner
of the object [19]. For example, a user A creates a file then A will decide that
what kind of access to file is provided to other users i.e. groups or others. A root
user also called as privileged user has all the access rights on system. In case, if
malicious user got login as root so there is no restriction in DAC to prevent it.

The LSM is a general framework based on Mandatory access control (MAC)
which provides a base to third party security modules for implementing their
own defined policies for carrying out any action in the system. The actions are
determined by designers of the framework which required authorization. These
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actions are first passed through the LSM framework before the kernel finished
the task on behalf of an application. Since, in our proposed work we are trying
to intercept calls with the help of a custom LSM module. This Module first
creates macros from system calls trace and stores in a log file called security-fs.
Before storing these macros we will take measurement in the form of hashes and
store them to PCR. This process will be carried out through the attestation
module in our proposed framework. Every application has its own fixed possible

Kernel

Arch Drivers Scripts Security

SeLinux Tomoyo IMA AppArmour MDBA*

Lib Crypto File-System(Fs)

Fig. 2: Linux Kernel Directory Structure

number of system calls that are generated during execution. We define macros
of application on the target platform in a database. With the help of this macro
database, we will identify the known and unknown macros generated from the
trace.

6 Proposed Architecture

The proposed architecture as shown in Figure 3 consists of two entities i.e. target
& Challenger. The first and focused entity in architecture is the target or client
platform. The measurement process of application behavior is performed on a
target platform which will further be used for verification on challenger-side.
The second entity is the challenger who wants to know the trustworthiness of
the client system. On target-end, a new custom LSM module named Macro
based Dynamic Behavior Attestation (MDBA) is proposed as shown in figure
2, which will directly be connected with LSM hooks for creating macros rather
than performing mapping between system-calls and LSM hooks. In contrast to
earlier remote attestation mechanisms where every system call is considered to
be measured, this proposed technique first creates macros that are pre-defined in
the database and calculates the measurements (Hashes) of these macros. Further,
these measurements will be stored in SML and their aggregated hash value will
be stored in PCR.

6.1 Reporting Macros for Verification

Generally, a remote attestation mechanism establishes in request and response
manner. To perform the attestation process, the first challenger will send an at-
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Fig. 3: Proposed Architecture

testation request along with nonce to the target system for verifying trustworthi-
ness. The target system receives an attestation request and prepares a response
that contains all measurement logs along with the PCR-12 Quote. The TPM
prepares this response at the target end. TPM first calculates the PCRCom-
posite structure over specifics PCRs. There are two PCRComposite structures
calculated by attestation module: one is PCR-10 which is used to store system
static measurement, while the other PCR-12 is used to store the measurement
of macros of the client application. Afterward, TPM calculates hashes for each
structure and appends these hashes to a fixed value along with the nonce re-
ceived from the challenger side in attestation request. TPM then sign the values
of PCR Composite using the private part of the Attestation Identity Key (AIK).
Finally, the challenge-response is made and sent to the challenger that contains
PCR Composite structures with their digital signatures. Now when the response
is received, the challenger first recomputes hashes from the log (SML) and com-
pares them with the PCR Quote, If both the values match to each other then
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the target will be considered trustworthy. This process will take place through
the attestation module on the challenger end.

6.2 Comparisons of Results with Existing Techniques

Generally, every application generates a very large number of system calls in a
short time. As a result, the system call log will also increase to an unbounded
size. Reducing the log by introducing our proposed technique is one of the main
objectives of this research. As discussed earlier, our technique maps the system
calls traces of an application against the macros (variable length system call
sub-sequences).
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Fig. 4: System Call VS Macros Comparison

Different applications have been analyzed to show the improvement over the
existing system calls based techniques as shown in Figure 4. Initially, a send-
mail application is selected for testing as a target application (cf. Figure 4a).
After running the send-mail applications for 5 minutes, it generates almost 1800
system calls while their corresponding macros were 625 which is three times
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less than the actual number of system calls. This improvement will reduce the
measurement size as well as a performance by lesser SHA-1 and PCR-Extend
operations in TPM. After executing the application for a further 15 minutes, it
generates about 6000 system calls while 1200 macros were seen.

And after half an hour the application produces 22500 system calls and the
final value for macros was 2100. Further, FTP-Client application has been con-
sidered for testing. In the first five minutes of FTP session, it produces 120
system calls while 45 macros were found. After watching for 15 minutes it gen-
erates 1000 system calls while the number of macros was 300 as shown in Figure
4c. Finally, apache application is monitored for about 30 minutes. Apache gen-
erates almost 18000 system calls while their corresponding macros were found
almost 1250 as illustrated in Figure 4b. The overall results from these applica-
tions show a significant decrease in the number of measurements. Furthermore,
Table 1 shows the significance of our proposed approach in terms of minimizing
the log. The reduction in system calls will also decrease the reporting log by
sending only macros rather than the whole system calls log.

Table 1: System Calls and Macros Log Size Comparisons

Times
(min)

Target
Application

System
Call Log Size

Macros
Log Size

5 FTP 0.31KB 0.23KB
15 FTP 14.34KB 10.90KB
25 FTP 24.77KB 11.43KB

5 SendMail 5.75KB 4.20KB
15 SendMail 19.50KB 14.78KB
25 SendMail 36.23KB 21.63KB

5 Apache 3.61KB 0.41KB
15 Apache 20.10KB 9.63KB
25 Apache 38.47KB 20.03KB

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new technique of remote attestation which
utilizes an existing intrusion detection system to measure the dynamic behavior
of the remote application. We have discussed the workflow of the model along
with the implementation plan in detail. We have studied the existing dynamic
behavior attestation techniques and figure out their limitations which are the
main bottleneck of these techniques to be implemented in the real scenarios.
Using this simple technique proposed we can record and measure the dynamic
nature of the remote platform. The most prominent aspect of our proposed
solution is that system calls traces of an application are matched against a
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variable-length pattern of system calls called macros. Afterward, measurements
of the macros are extended in TPM and their log is maintained in the SML-
store measurement log. Representation of system calls by using macros reduced
measurement and their log file sizes to an optimal size.

Our future work includes the real-time applications of the proposed archi-
tecture in various use-cases. We will give a detailed analysis of different other
applications and show the usability of this work. We will provide an open-source
implementation for getting feedback from the research community.
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